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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
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by 
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Masters in Science, Graduate Program in Computer Engineering 
University of California, Riverside, June 2019 
Dr. Eamonn Keogh, Chairperson 
 
 
 
 
 In many time series data mining problems, the analysis can be reduced to frequent 
pattern mining. Specific to time series, we have motif discovery algorithms that help 
finding repeated patterns in the given data. Tools such as Matrix Profile, Time series 
chains and Time series consensus motifs discover patterns in a time series. Although in 
principle they can be used with any distance measure, they have been optimized for 
Euclidean distance. A problem this poses is that otherwise similar patterns in time series 
of different lengths can have a very high distance in the Euclidean space, and thus be 
difficult or impossible to discover with standard tools. In this thesis we will discuss ways 
to find motifs that may exist in different subsequence lengths. We will consider four 
algorithms: Iterative AB-STOMP, Appended STAMP, Pruned STOMP and piecewise 
STAMP and compare them on efficiency and effectiveness. Finally, the utility of these 
 v 
algorithms will be demonstrated through analysis on diverse domains, including insect 
behavior, bird song and electrical usage data. 
 vi 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Motif Discovery is one of the core data mining tasks done in time series data. The 
objective is to find a frequently occurring subsequence contained inside of a much larger time 
series. There have been many ways researchers have tried to tackle the problem of motif 
discovery. Some of the earlier attempts were made by clustering subsequences in a Time Series 
using MDL in [1] and in another similar approach [2] Truong et al. use Dynamic Time warping to 
obtain clusters of subsequences and eventually find a time series motif. In [4] we find a simple 
parameter free method, Matrix Profile that outside of Motif discovery. It has utilities in novelty 
discovery, shapelet discovery, semantic segmentation, density estimation, and contrast set 
mining. This algorithm can be used with any distance measure however, the emphasis has been 
made on Euclidean distance which is then computed with the help of MASS algorithm [4]. One 
of the parameters that the matrix profile algorithm needs is subsequence length, i.e. the length of 
the motif we are interested in. In this work we try to find motifs that may have not been 
discovered with the standard Matrix Profile because of a fixed subsequence length. Consider the 
following chunk of text: 
CatWithAHatSatOnABatAndBrokeTheTelevisionTheCcaattMustPayForTheTlvson 
 Classic motif discovery algorithms can find two similar patterns even if they have 
misspellings or more appropriately noise in them, for example, ‘cat’ would match with ‘bat’ and 
‘Sat’. However, if there were any omissions or repetitions on the time series like with ‘cat’ and 
‘ccaatt’ or with ‘television’ and ‘tlvson’, existing algorithms will not point to such a potential 
match. This is because existing algorithms consider only a fixed length window to find a 
corresponding match to. 
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 From prediction to motif discovery, every time series analysis requires window length as 
an important parameter. There has been work done on eliminating the requirement for a fixed 
length motif search, but there has not been much interest in finding similar patterns in time series 
that are individually of different length. To demonstrate, one of the assumptions the analysis takes 
is that the time series was sampled uniformly which brings us to a problem we will be addressing 
in this work. Figure 2 shows us two sine waves sampled at different rates padded with random 
noise. This case shows us that even though we are recording the same sine wave, the frequency of 
the sampling may affect its position in a high dimensional Euclidean space when computing 
nearest neighbors with Matrix Profile. Now consider figure 1, inspired from [4], we see a toy 
dataset that tries to record distance of a person’s foot from the ground while he is walking and 
running. We notice that the running subsequence and walking subsequence have a similar form 
but have a very different subsequence length. The standard motif discovery algorithms may find 
the consecutive run phases as motifs but miss out the fact that the run and walk phases have the 
same form. This may be important contextually, say in [4] authors talk about segmenting the time 
series with respect to the two phases. But if we were interested in knowing when the individual 
was moving versus say, when he was dancing, we would then need to classify the two phases as 
the same.  
  
 
Figure 1: Toy dataset inspired from [4] 
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 This calls for a different approach to computing Matrix Profile in cases where there may 
be an existence of a different length form conserved motif (figure 1) or there has been a change in 
the frequency(63% higher) of recording the time series (figure 2). Generally speaking, Most 
recorded time series’ have some difference in the length of the subsequences that may correspond 
to the same observation. In this work we will discuss four anytime algorithms that returns motifs 
independent of their subsequence lengths. These algorithms will be compared on efficiency and 
effectiveness. 
 
 
Figure 2: Toy dataset with non-uniform sampling of time series. 
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RELATED WORK 
 
 The work presented in the next few sections is based on the state of the art fixed-length 
motif discovery algorithm STAMP and STOMP from [4] and [5] respectively. STAMP and 
STOMP find us exact fixed length motifs however STOMP can exploit GPUs to speed up the 
motif discovery process. The authors from [4] and [5] also present SCRIMP++ in [6] which has a 
better runtime than STOMP.  N. Begum and E. Keogh in [7] find approximate fixed length motifs 
while optimizing memory. In older publications [8] and [9] we see a probabilistic approach to 
fixed-length motif discovery. The motifs found by these algorithms are thus only approximate 
and so may even be not similar subsequences.  
 
 All algorithms that propose to highlight motifs in a time series need to be provided a 
fixed subsequence length parameter so naturally, there has been interest in overcoming the fixed-
length constraint that most motif discovery algorithm have. In [12] authors propose an algorithm 
that returns suitable motif lengths from all possible sliding window lengths. Abdullah Mueen in 
[11], finds all maximally covering motifs with MOEN. VALMOD was introduced in [17] with a 
new distance normalization method, as well as a novel distance lower bounding technique. These 
enumerated motifs can be of varying lengths, however the motifs individually are of the same 
length. A grammar induction based approach has been proposed to find variable length motifs by 
Pavel Senin et al. in [13]. The authors in [14], [15] and [16] have proposed SAX based algorithms 
to the same extent. Yifeng Gao and Jessica Lin discus the HIME algorithm for finding motifs at 
different subsequence lengths in [25]. Time Series Chains, introduced as a new primitive in a 
recent paper [10] comes closest to a potential solution to our problem at hand. It can be possible 
 5 
that a collection of form conserved patterns may produce a time series chain in Euclidean space. 
It should be noted that the papers and algorithms discussed only try to eliminate the length 
parameter in the Motif discovery process. The work presented here focuses on finding motifs that 
may individually be of two different lengths, hence the name length-invariant motifs.  
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DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
  
 It is imperative to lay down basic definitions and problem statement before we propose 
any solutions. We begin by furnishing the definition for the data type at hand, Time Series: 
 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟏: A Time series T is a set of observations 𝑡𝑖  ordered in time. 𝑇 =  𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑛, 
where n is the size of this set. 
 Typically these observations are made at a predefined fixed interval of time, however 
even if the observations were made irregularly, the time series shall be treated as a regularly 
sampled time series. Now, within this global set, we are interested in smaller set of contiguous 
observations, which brings us to our second definition, Subsequence:     
 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟐: A subsequence 𝑇𝑗,𝑚 is a contiguous set of observations from Time series T starting 
at 𝑗𝑡ℎ  observation till the next 𝑚 − 1 observations. 𝑇𝑗,𝑚 =  𝑡𝑗 , 𝑡𝑗+1, … , 𝑡𝑗+𝑚−1, where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 − 𝑚 + 1.  
 We can now have 𝑛 − 𝑚 + 1 subsequences in the given time series and thus can compute 
pairwise distance among all subsequences. An ordered vector of all such distances has been 
called distance profile in [4]. The distance profile has been defined as follows in the mentioned 
article, Distance Profile: 
 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟑: A Distance Profile D, is a vector of Euclidean distances between a given query 
and each subsequence in an all-subsequences set. 
 We will be dealing with sampling rates and resampling in the upcoming sections. Since 
all the time series have a frequency, say s, at which the data points are recorded there is no need 
to define what a sampling would imply when it comes to time series. We define a re-sampling of 
a time series as:  
 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟓: A Re-sampling is uniform insertion or removal of data points in a time series T, 
such that the resulting time series T’ has a higher or lower recording frequency of 𝑠/𝑟. 
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 To elaborate, if a time series T, recorded at 1 Hz were resampled at resampling rate 0.50 
we will have T’ with observations at 2 Hz Now that we have resampling defined, we shall define 
a length-invariant motif: 
 𝒅𝒆𝒇𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟔: A length-invariant motif is a pair of subsequences that differ in their subsequence 
lengths but have a similar form or shape. Mathematically, subsequences 𝑇𝑗,𝑚 =  𝑡𝑗 , 𝑡𝑗+1, … , 𝑡𝑗+𝑚−1 and 
𝑇𝑘,𝑛 =  𝑡𝑘 , 𝑡𝑘+1, … , 𝑡𝑘+𝑛−1 are length-invariant motifs if one of them resampled at a specific resampling rate 
can maximally overlap with the other and 𝑚 ≠ 𝑛. 
 Since we are talking about length-invariance in motifs, we need to qualify a distance 
measure. Certainly, the work presented in the following sections will not be of any value with a 
DTW distance. For simplicity, the distance measure employed in this work is Euclidean distance 
between z normalized subsequences [18]. This positions us to exploit the MASS algorithm and 
the Matrix Profile algorithms. For the definitions of all-subsequences set, Matrix profile and joins 
the definitions are borrowed from the paper [4].  Now that we have our basic definitions in place 
we can proceed to outline the problem statement. 
 
 𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒍𝒆𝒎 𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕: Given a Time series T of length n, a base subsequence length m and a set 
of resampling rates R find the length invariant motifs. Here, R = {𝑟1, 𝑟2, … , 𝑟𝑘} where 𝑟𝑖 is a resampling 
rate and 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2… k}. 
 As opposed to the classic motif discovery problem where the motif subsequence found is 
the same length as the query subsequence, we attempt to find motifs that may have a different 
subsequence length.  In figure 1, we look at two type of possible motifs, one of length 25 that 
presents us two walking subsequences and another of length 50 that hints to the running 
subsequence. We present four approximate algorithms that can point us to a motif match that are 
of different subsequence lengths. Our objective may be confused with the umpteen attempts at 
finding variable length motif discovery publications, however they are two very different goal 
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posts. Where, the articles mentioned in the related work section tries to enumerate the different 
lengths at which meaningful motifs may be found, we find a pair(s) of subsequences that 
individually have different subsequence lengths yet are very similar in their form.  
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PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 
 
 Assume we have the time series shown in figure 2, in order for the two sine waves to 
maximally overlap, we must either down-sample the second sine wave or up-sample the first one. 
Since at the time of analyzing the time series, it is impossible for us to get a true up/down 
sampling of any subsequence, therefore we must come up with a method to get a somewhat 
accurate sample value. This can be achieved either by modelling the subsequence locally and 
extracting required data-points from the model or by using a simpler numerical-interpolation 
technique. In any case the end result would only be an approximation to the required true 
under/over sampling and therefore making the motif discovery algorithms discussed in the 
coming subsections approximate length-invariant motifs.  
 
 In order to get an over/under sampled time series, we will be discretizing the time series 
such that the samples required at the unknown times hold the same value as the last sample. 
Consider a time series dataset 𝑇 =  [10, 5, 12, 15, 20, 62] with a length of 6 and we wanted a 
sampling rate 50% higher, the resultant Time series would be, 𝑇𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟
′ =  [10, 10,
5, 5, 12, 12, 15, 15, 20, 20, 62, 62]with a length of 12. Similarly, a 50% under-sampling would 
result in Time series 𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
′ = [10, 12,20] with a length of 3. To demonstrate how a time series 
changes with our simple resampling method, consider figure 3. Here we have in (a) a sine wave 
time series sampled at a frequency of 2𝜋/50, (𝑏) and (c) are 25% up-sampled and 25% down-
sampled versions of the same time series respectively. Note the repeated data points in figure 3 
(b) and skipped data points in figure 3 (a). This resampling of time series shall be called as a 
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subroutine in the algorithms discussed in the following subsections. A formal algorithm for 
resampling has been presented in Table 1. 
 
Figure 3: (a) Time series T, recording a sine signal, (b) 25%  up-sampled T and (c) 25% down-sampled T. 
 
  Now that we can have a way to resample a time series we can successfully minimize the 
Euclidean distance between the two sine subsequences in figure 2 with an appropriate resampling. 
To find an appropriate resampling rate, we can iterate through a given range of sampling rates in 
order to find motifs through AB-joins between the two subsequences. This is the central idea to 
all the algorithms discussed below.  
 
Function: Resample(T, r)  
Input: Time series T, resampling rate r 
Output: Resampled Time series 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑  
1 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑  = T(1) 
2 newIdx = 1+ r 
3 For i = 1 to length(T)*r – 1 
4                 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑 = [𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑  T(floor(newIdx))] 
5 End For 
6 Return 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑑  
Table 1: formal Algorithm for Resampling a given time series 
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ALGORITHM I: ITERATIVE STOMP 
 
 With resampling covered in the last subsection, we move on to actually finding our 
length-invariant Motifs. To that extent, we shall use the concept of ABjoins introduced in [4] as a 
means to find motifs in two different time series. In our first approach, Iterative STOMP, we take 
a range of resampling rates and compute ABjoin with STOMP for each one of them. For details 
on STOMP the reader should refer to [5]. Consider the toy dataset from figure 2, we see (in figure 
4) that once we run an ABjoin motif discovery with the original time series and the resampled 
time series and iterate the process through the given range of re-sampling rates, that the iteration 
with 63% down sampling gives us a motif with the least Euclidean distance. This does not come 
as a surprise as the second sine subsequence is sampled 63% higher than the first one. The formal 
algorithm has been described in Table 2. 
 
Function: IterativeSTOMP(T, m, r)  
Input: Time series T, 
              set of resampling rates r[],  
              subsequence length m, 
Output: motif, distance 
1 distance = inf 
2 For each i = r 
3 
4 
        T’ = Resample(T,i) 
        [MatrixProfile, MatrixProfile Index] = STOMPABjoin(T,T’,m)  
5         If(min(MatrixProfile)<distance) 
6                 [indx, mindist] = min(MatrixProfile) 
7                 IndxB = MatrixProfileIndex(indx) 
8                 distance = mindist 
9                 subsequenceA = T(indx:indx+m-1) 
10                 subsequenceB = T(indx:indx+m/r-1) 
11 
12 
13 
14 
                Motif =[ subsequenceA, SubsequenceB] 
        End if 
End For 
Return   {Motif, distance} 
Table 2: Algorithm for iterative STOMP 
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 The STOMP version of ABjoin can be used as a black box here. The reason STOMP was 
chosen over STAMP for the first algorithm to be tested was because of its better run time. 
Iterating the STOMP-ABjoin over the given range of resampling rates gives a time complexity of 
𝑂(𝑛2𝑅), where R is the number of given resampling rates. Since the algorithm has STOMP-AB 
join at its core, it inherits its properties and unfortunately can-not be truly called an anytime 
algorithm. In an instance where we have a very large time series dataset, the best-so-far motif it 
finds in the first iteration will take time, therefore limiting it’s anytime property. We therefore 
consider using STAMP to improve this drawback.  
 
Figure 4: (Top to Bottom) Toy data Set, Maximally overlapping subsequence after up-sampling by a factor of 0.63 and 
a plot showing us the Euclidean distance of best motif found at each resampling rate. 
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ALGORITHM II: APPENDED STAMP 
 
 In the last algorithm, iterative STOMP, we use STOMP-ABjoin as a black box and iterate 
over a given range of resampling rates. The major problem with the approach is the time taken to 
compute the first best-so-far Motif as STOMP is not an anytime algorithm. This limited the 
anytime applications it may have had. Looking at STAMP from [4] gives a hint to where we can 
lead our work. STAMP runs slower than STOMP by a factor of 𝑂(𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑛) but possesses anytime 
properties. A simple replacement of STOMP-ABjoin by a STAMP AB-join would be one way to 
go and has been discussed under Algorithm III: Piecewise STAMP but in this section we attempt 
to get the best convergence as possible.  
  
 Readers are encouraged to read more about STAMP in [4]. A look at the implementation 
of STAMP tells us that for a randomly picked query subsequence, we compute a distance profile 
using the MASS algorithm, and pick the minimum barring the exclusion zones. With iterative 
STOMP we were processing only one resampled time series at a given time, but with a cleaver 
manipulation in STAMP AB-Join we can process all the resampled time series at once. Consider 
a time series P, which is nothing but all the resampled time series appended one after the other. 
Now, all we need to do is define exclusion zones and compute a STAMP AB join. 
  
 Exclusion zones in STAMP are implemented to avoid computing a trivial self-join, which 
trivially results in a 0 Euclidean distance. In our specific instance, after we append all the 
resampled time series together we will have subsequences in this larger time series that did not 
exist in the individual resampled time series. For convenience sake let us call them ghost 
subsequences. Even though these ghost subsequences are a part of the larger time series P, they 
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are composed of data-points from two different resampled time series. Therefore, we need to have 
exclusion zones for self joins everywhere in P and for ghost subsequences. We demonstrate the 
convergence property of Appended-STAMP in figure 6. Here we have the toy time series 
resampled at rates of {0.60, 0.63, 0.66, and 0.69} appended and computed a STAMP ABjoin on 
for a window length of 100. 
 
Figure 5: Comparison of Appended STAMP(Red) to Iterative STOMP(Blue) 
 
Function: Appended STAMP(T, m, r)  
Input: Time series T, 
              set of resampling rates r[],  
              subsequence length m, 
Output: motif, distance 
1 distance = inf 
2 P = [] 
3 For each i = r 
4         P = [P  Resample(T,r)] 
5 End For 
6 tempSubsequenceA = select random subsequence of length m from T 
7 While (! All subsequences in T have been picked randomly) 
8         localdistProfile = MASS(P, tempSubsequenceA) 
9         implementExclusionZones(localdistProfile) 
10         [Indx, dis] = min(localdistProfile) 
11         If(dis<distance) update {subsequenceA, subsequenceB and distance} 
12         tempSubsequenceA = select random subsequence of length m from T from  
13 End While 
14 Return {subsequenceA, subsequenceB and distance} 
Table 3:  Algorithm for Appended STAMP 
  
 Now that we have two different ways to discover length invariant motifs. A comparison 
between the two with respect to convergence has been made in figure 5. Figure 5 shows us that 
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Iterative STOMP has a considerably shorter runtime compared to Appended STAMP while 
Appended STAMP converges much faster than Iterative STOMP. Another thing that needs to be 
noted here is that the exclusion zone implementation in Algorithm I and II are different so, care 
must be taken that the exclusion zones must be the same areas for the results of the two 
algorithms to match. Time complexity for computing MASS distance in our case is 𝑂(𝑛𝑅𝑚) and 
we calculate it for each subsequence in the original time series T which makes the Time 
complexity for Appended STAMP 𝑂(𝑛2𝑚𝑅). As far as memory complexity goes, the algorithm 
takes 𝑂(𝑛𝑅). Thus, drawbacks to this algorithm is not just the total runtime but also high memory 
consumption when R is high.  
 
 
Figure 6: Convergence of Appended STAMP (top to bottom) Toy dataset resampled at rates of 0.60, 0.63, 0.66 and 
0.69 Appended, MASS distance profile convergence at 1% completion, MASS distance Profile convergence at 5% 
completion, MASS distance Profile convergence at 10% completion and MASS distance Profile convergence at 100% 
completion  
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Algorithm III: PRUNED ITERATIVE STOMP 
 
 In the last section we saw that iterative STOMP has a faster runtime and Appended 
STAMP demonstrated a faster convergence.  In order to overcome the runtime challenges that 
Appended STAMP has, we can run it for only certain percentage of completion and hand off the 
results to iterative STOMP to complete the execution. The name can be a little misleading as even 
though we run Appended STAMP to say, 2% completion, and pass the best-so-far results to 
iterative STOMP, we can-not use the information learned in Appended STAMP to actually prune 
results from iterative STOMP. The only practical benefit we get is that we get best of both 
worlds: a better convergence from Appended STAMP and a good runtime from iterative STAMP.  
 
Function: PrunedIterativeSTOMP (T, m, r, c)  
Input: Time series T, 
              set of resampling rates r[],  
              subsequence length m. 
              Completion percentage c 
Output: motif, distance 
1 {SubsequenceA, SubsequenceB, mindistance} = AppendedSTAMP(T,m,r) for c% completion  
2 {SubsequenceA, SubsequenceB, mindistance} = IterativeSTOMP(T,m,r) 
3 Return {SubsequenceA, SubsequenceB, mindistance} 
Table 4: Algorithm for Pruned Iterative STOMP 
 
 Figure 7 shows us the convergence and runtime properties for all the three discussed 
algorithms on the toy dataset from figure 2. The resampling rates were 0.50 through 0.80 at 
increments of 0.005 and the subsequence length was 100. Pruned STOMP was run for 2% of its 
STAMP completion. 
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Figure 7: Runtime and Convergence comparison between Iterative STOMP (Blue), Appended STAMP (Red) and 
Pruned STOMP (Green) 
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ALGORITHM IV: Piecewise STAMP 
 
 This algorithm was written to reduce the Memory complexity Appended STAMP had. 
The issue was that if the time series being analyzed was large and the range of resampling rates 
were also high the system may run out of memory. To further complicate things, the larger 
appended Time series could easily grow bigger than the available cache, and hence computation 
of distances through MASS would become slower due to system read/write speeds. Appended 
STAMP is very demanding when it comes to memory because it looks at all the resampled time 
series at the same time.  
  
 In piecewise STAMP we look at one resampled time series at a time. This would 
theoretically make the algorithm converge slower if the STAMP-AB join were to be performed to 
its completion for every resampled dataset. Therefore we perform STAMP-ABjoin for 2% of 
STAMP completion and move to the next resampled time series. The exclusion zone is only 
limited to avoiding self-joins as we now do not have to worry about any ghost subsequences. 
Figure 8 shows us that convergence is much slower as compared to Appended STAMP when 
tested with the toy dataset. This test was run for a window size of 100 for resampling rates 0.50 
through 0.70 with 0.01 increment. 
Function: PiecewiseSTAMP(T, m, r, c)  
Input: Time series T, 
              set of resampling rates r[],  
              subsequence length m. 
              Completion percentage c 
Output: motif, distance 
1 Distance = inf  
 For each i = r  
2 
3 
        T’ = rescale(T,i) 
        [MatrixProfile, MatrixProfileIndex] = STAMPABjoin(T,T’,m) 
4         [indx, mindist] = min(MatrixProfile) 
5         If(mindist<Distance)   update {SubsequenceA, SubsequenceB, Distance}; 
6 End For 
7 Return {SubsequenceA, SubsequenceB, Distance} 
Table 5: Algorithm for Piecewise STAMP 
 20 
 
Figure 8: A convergence and Runtime comparison between Piecewise STAMP at 100% STAMP completion (Green), 
Piecewise STAMP at 2% STAMP completion (Blue), Appended STAMP at 100% completion (Red). Tested on toy 
dataset (figure 2) with resampling range 0.50 through 0.70 with 0.01 increment. 
 
 To briefly summarize the last four sections, we look at iterative STOMP that gives us 
length-invariant motifs buy simply resampling a given time series and computing a STOMP AB-
join over it. In the second algorithm we have, Appended STOMP that employs a slight 
modification to the standard STAMP AB-join to get length-invariant motifs. Since there was a 
trade-off between convergence and run time with the two algorithms, we run appended STAMP, 
the better converging algorithm for 2% completion and then run iterative STOMP. Finally, we 
saw Piecewise STAMP, wherein we compute AB-Join iteratively for all the given range of 
sampling rates. Properties from these algorithms were tested out with the manufactured toy 
dataset. 
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EXPERIMENTS ON REAL TIME SERIES 
  
 While presenting the algorithms in the last few sections, we only saw them being run on a 
contrived toy dataset. In this section, we will take real datasets and demonstrate actual utility for 
the above mentioned algorithms. As mentioned earlier, if we have the exclusion zones 
implemented in an equivalent fashion across the four algorithms, we get the same motif 
discovered. Another thing to note is that, say, in any algorithm, we find a Motif that has a 
Euclidean distance d, and we encounter another motif with distance d, we do not replace the best-
so-far motif. This implies, because of the difference in how the four algorithms search for a motif, 
the length-invariant motifs produced by the algorithms may not be the exact same set but will be 
equivalent. Therefore, to reduce redundancy in this document, we will furnish motifs found in 
each case, with only one given algorithm. However, a run-time and convergence plot will be 
presented comparing all of these four aforementioned algorithms.  
 
Bird Song Analysis 
 In our first experiment we test our algorithm on the recording “XC351982 - Wrentit - 
Chamaea fasciata henshawi” taken from Xeno-canto [19]. The Xeno-canto website, started in 
2005 for sharing recordings of sounds of wild birds from all across the world. Xeno-canto is run 
by the Xeno-canto foundation (or officially Stichting Xeno-canto voor natuurgeluiden) from the 
Netherlands. The bird Chamaea fasciata, is commonly found around the costal-southern 
California region. A time series is extracted from the mp3 file’s Mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients (MFCCs). This time series is investigated for length-invariant motifs.   
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Figure 9: Length invariant motif in the wrentit bird song. (Top to bottom) Time series Extracted from MFCC 
coefficients shown with the motif found at 0.93 resampling rate, uniformly scaled motif subsequences next to one 
another and the maximally covering motif at 1000 subsequence length with resampling rate 0.93   
 
Insect EPG Telemetry 
 Electrical penetration graph or EPG is used by entomologists to study how insects 
interact with their environment [21]. The data may be typically noisy but does show a conserved 
behavior as depicted in [22]. We take the dataset where, we have the Asian citrus psyllid feeding 
on a Troyer citrange tree and run it on iterative STOMP. 
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Figure 10: Length invariant motif in EPG recorded for Asian citrus psyllid feeding on Troyer citrange (Top to bottom) 
shown with the motif found at 0.78 resampling rate, uniformly scaled motif subsequences next to one another and the 
maximally covering motif at 2700 subsequence length with resampling rate 0.75 
 
 
Electrical Power Usage 
   There has been a keen interest in understanding how electrical power is consumed in a 
household [23] from a data mining perspective. To that extent, authors Murray D., et al. record 
power consumed by each appliance as it becomes easier to do load forecasting. The Pruned 
iterative STOMP is used here to extract any length-invariant motifs. 
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Figure 11: Length invariant motif in Freezer power consumption dataset (Top to bottom) shown with the motif found at 
0.78 resampling rate, uniformly scaled motif subsequences next to one another and the maximally covering motif at 
2700 subsequence length with resampling rate 0.75 
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FUTURE WORK  
  
 We have seen length-invariant motifs and how resampling is at the core of the solution. 
This brings us to our first problem with the algorithms, i.e. if the resampling rates are close to 1, 
the algorithms produce the same results with a standard Matrix Profile motif search. This happens 
because of the inaccuracy that creeps in due to the resampling method. Since it is impossible to 
get the exact resampling this problem shall remain and the standard same length motifs would 
have a smaller Euclidean distance. We could mitigate this problem by introducing weights 
corresponding to each resampling rate. Secondly, the resampling algorithm used here can be 
improved upon as hinted earlier. We can locally model the time series and extract needed data 
points from the model. Another approach would be to use a statistical interpolation method.    
 The algorithms use ABjoins that require a fixed length parameter for subsequence length. 
This issue can be addressed by using one of the umpteen variable length motif discovery 
algorithms as a wrapper.  
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CONCLUSION 
 Motif discovery has been a key component to many time series data mining tasks. Four 
ways to compute length invariant motifs were discussed; as opposed to variable length motif 
discovery that tries to find the best subsequence lengths to look for a motif. These four 
algorithms, Iterative STOMP, Appended STAMP, Pruned STOMP and Piecewise STAMP were 
compared for efficiency and completion. Their utility was demonstrated through bird song 
analysis, power consumption data and through analysis on insect behavior. Limitations and 
problems with the algorithms were presented. Using the algorithms in conjunction with Matrix 
Profile can lead to a more efficient extraction of motifs.   
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